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The long-awaited new edition of a groundbreaking work on the impact of alternative concepts of space on
modern art.In this groundbreaking study, first published in 1983 and unavailable for over a decade, Linda
Dalrymple Henderson demonstrates that two concepts of space beyond immediate perception-the curved

spaces of non-Euclidean geometry and, most important, a higher, fourth dimension of space-were central to
the development of modern art. The possibility of a spatial fourth dimension suggested that our world might
be merely a shadow or section of a higher dimensional existence. That iconoclastic idea encouraged radical
innovation by a variety of early twentieth-century artists, ranging from French Cubists, Italian Futurists, and

Marcel Duchamp, to Max Weber, Kazimir Malevich, and the artists of De Stijl and Surrealism. In an
extensive new Reintroduction, Henderson surveys the impact of interest in higher dimensions of space in art

and culture from the 1950s to 2000.
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Figures In The Fourth Dimension

Primitivism is a mode of aesthetic idealization that either emulates or aspires to recreate primitive experience.
In addition to Duchamp and the Cubists Metzinger and Gleizes the main advocates of nonLinda Dalrymple
Henderson is a teacher. The longawaited new edition of a groundbreaking work on the impact of alternative
concepts of space on modern art. Loeb AbstractLinda Hendersons book deals with the interaction between
mathematics and art during the first quarter of the twentieth century. Computing methodologies. New edition
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leonardo book series. Lost password?. Free 2day shipping. This revised edition of a work first published in
1983 details the impact and spread of nonEuclidean geometry and the idea of a fourth dimension into art and
thought in the early Twentieth Century. In this groundbreaking study first published in 1983 and unavailable
for over a decade Linda Dalrymple Henderson demonstrates that two concepts of space beyond immediate
perceptionthe curved spaces of nonEuclidean geometry and most important a higher fourth dimension of.
New York Basic Books. In this groundbreaking study first published in 1983 and unavailable for over a

decade Linda Dalrymple Henderson demonstrates that two concepts of space beyond immediate
perceptionthe curved spaces of nonEuclidean geometry and most important a higher fourth dimension of

spacewere central to the development of modern art. The longawaited new edition of a groundbreaking work
on the impact of alternative concepts of space on modern art. interested in nonEuclidean geometry was
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